EILEEN DINEEN

1. “Individuals listed by Protective Research” (413 individuals)
(Each of these are a sheet listing the name of a protective
their involvement in any presidential threats) anly

2.

HSCA # 180-10087-10302

(Fifty four secret service report forms attached.

3.

research subject and summarizing

Tabbed U.S.S.S. 132-1.

Box 132

HSCA #180-10065-10379
(413 pages - threat sheets)

4.

HSCA # 180-10103-10465

(Memorandum - From Eileen Dineen to Dick Billings - Oct. 19, 1978) (Describes Protective
Research Cases established by the Secret Service, during the time period covering March - December,
1963) There were 413 total cases. Eileen Dineen came up with the analysis that of the cases
reviewed, there were seven major threat categories that resulted in the Secret Service opening case
files on individuals. There were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Puerto Rican dissidents
Right Wing Extremists,
Mental Cases/Alcoholics
Black Militants
Left Wing Extremists
Cuban Revolutionaries
Miscellaneous - job seekers, obscene letter writers, alcoholics, etc.

NOTE: RIF # 180-10147-10274 - appears to be the same as the above RIF.

However, there are

more pages attached. This RIF says that this document was last considered on 9-25-96.
notation is “Released with Findings”

5.

The

HSCA # 180-10080-10089
(Thomas A. Vallee interview) (Analysis by Joan Zimmerman)

6.

RIF No. 180-10087-10302
(Agency File Number 006852)
(We opened this in full on 3-19-96 - Then we rescinded it in federal reg)_
(Memo from Eileen Dineen to Dick Billings - March 24, 1978)
(Joan has gone through and listed the names that are already out)
(Also attached to this are numerous “Secret Service Report Forms”

7.

RIF No. 180-10147-10276
(Eileen Dineen HSCA Material)
(Memo to SS File from Eileen Dineen and Jim Conzelman - March 28, 1978)

8.

EILEEN DINEEN Personal Research Notes

The ARRB received research notes pertaining to Secret Service documents dirclty from
HSCA researcher Eileen Dineen. We asked the SS to review these notes, and the Service responded
on Sept. 20, 1996 with seferal suggested postopnements. These records were ultimately considered
at the Nov. 1996 Review Board meeting?
What was Board’s vote?

Also - there is aletter from Secret Service Dated 9-20-96, wherein, The USSS requested
postponements on three documents - and the Board referenced the ongoing dialogue re; the Secret
Service’s request to postpone materials in the threat sheets.

